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Hillebrand Flexitank are 100% recyclable using mechanical technology. 
Here we explain in a step-by-step process on how to recycle them through Hillebrand New Zealand. 

Learn more about Hillebrand Flexitank recycling

Contact us to get detailed information about costs and procedures and to set up an agreement for this service. 

Vanja Skoric 
Bulk & Technical Team Leader -  v.skoric@hillebrand.com   

Hillebrand’s new recycling procedure:

Milestones in recycling a flexitank:

1. Prepare the Flexitank for transit to recycling depot:
a. Once the Flexitank has been fully discharged, removed from the 
container and completely drain the residue
b. Fold and load onto a single pallet (x 1 Flexitank per pallet only)
c. Secure the Flexitank on the pallet to ensure a safe load & transit
d. Clearly mark/label the pallet with the Hillebrand File Reference or 
new order number for processing & billing. 

2. Once the Flexitanks are loaded & secured, contact 
v.skoric@hillebrand.com and please Indicate:
a. Number of Flexitanks to recycle
b. Original file reference(s), e.g. AUA-NZA-2011-0001
c. Pick up location, timing and contact details (If you need technical 
guidance and support on this process, please feel free to contact us)

3. Hillebrand will arrange collection and will liaise directly with the 
recycling depot regarding delivery

4. Hillebrand will generate an invoice indicating each file reference
   

Example of a correctly packed Flexitank, ready 
for collection and delivery to our recycling depot.  

One Flexitank per pallet rolled and its volume is 
0.8 - 1 M3 clearly labelled. 

Once empty, the flexitank
is removed from the container 

The flexitank is hung on rack arm to gather product residue at bottom.
Hanging time calibrated on product viscosity

An IBC or a drum is placed under 
the flexitank to recover the residue 

The flexitank is removed from hanging rack,
folded to width of 4ft and rolled

The flexitank is ready to recycle

https://www.hillebrand.com/forms/contact

